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Arkansas Resource Assessment – Phase II 
Wildlife Group Meeting – June 11, 2012 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Arkansas Field Office, Conway, AR 
Meeting Notes 

 

Attendees: Joe Krystofik (FWS), Pam Jannise (NRCS), Christina Hacker (FWS), Brian Culpepper 

and Hanna Ford from CAST 

General 

1. Use unique and relevant input layers from the phase II Natural Resource Models: 

Concentration of Salts or Other Chemicals (the unique, individual input layers for this 

model are being compiled now for easy review/comment by all), Soil Erosion, Soil 

Quality Degradation, and Water Quality in both the terrestrial and aquatic impacting 

input layers as appropriate.  (Brian, could you list these layers?)  For example: 

a. “Inefficient Use of Irrigation Water” 

b. “Excess Nutrients in Surface and Ground waters 

c. “Pesticides/Herbicides transported to Surface and Ground Waters” 

d. “Excess Pathogens and Chemicals from Manure, Bio-solids or Composts” 

e. “Excessive Sediment in Surface Waters” 

 

Proposed Inputs for Terrestrial Model 

2. Forest Breeding Bird Priority Areas (FBBPA) for other portions of the state (i.e., Arkansas 

River Valley, Red River Valley).  Joe will check to see if these data are available.  FBBPA 

data were data used for the WRP expansion input layer, would expand this beyond the 

MAV. (since the meeting, Joe has provided some additional data for the AR R Valley and 

Red R Valley to Brian). 

3. Increase the raster pixel resolution for the Arkansas Oil and Gas well datasets (point 

features) to 100m raster pixels to better represent their ‘impact area’ (on average) 

across the state.  This data layer now includes ALL oil and gas wells within Arkansas and 

not just the Fayetteville shale play area.  The oil and gas well raster dataset is used as an 

input (due to clearing) within the Forest Parcelization layer of Arkansas, and as a 

proposed “impact layer” into the terrestrial habitat model draft for Phase II.   

4. Include data for Railroads, Pipelines, and Electrical Transmission lines data in the Forest 

Parcelization data layer.  The current Phase II parcelization layer only uses AHTD roads, 
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oil and gas wells (30m) and the Forest category from NLCD 206 to determine the 

‘parcelization’ of forested areas within Arkansas.  

5. Joe suggested that public lands and WRP should be buffered and considered a 

“beneficial neighbor” to adjacent land areas within Arkansas. (Question, how big should 

the buffer be?) 

6. Add USFS data on degraded plant and invasive species (cogongrass, Kudzu, emerald Ash 

Borer, etc.) to terrestrial impacting layers. 

7. Add Buffer Widths data layer to impacting layers. 

 

Question: Should the CRP Summary by HUC12 data layer remain in the models?  (Joe 

subsequently talked with Pam Cooper.  This data layer’s value is questionable because CRP 

contracts only last a maximum of 15 years, after which time the land could be put back in to 

agricultural production.   Joe suggested that if the CRP data could be edited to show only those 

CRP practices that involved tree planting, it might be worth using because the likelihood that 

this would be returned to agricultural production is lower than for CRP practices that involve 

herbaceous plantings. 

Proposed Inputs for Aquatic Model 

1. AHTD Road dataset metrics, summarized by HUC12 (should this be converted to Area 

per huc12?) 

a. Linear miles of impervious roads per HUC12 (individual map layer of huc12 

polygons) 

b. Linear miles of unpaved roads per HUC12  (individual map layer of huc12 

polygons) 

2. Aquatic AWAP datasets (TNC will provide) 

a. There may be up to 3 different outputs to select from here so we shall see soon 

what our choices are from the compiled data. 

3. Updated 303d data by HUC12 - this layer will be updated to include the 4A data and any 

HUC12 polygon will be included that contains an impacted stream segment. 

4. Add Riparian Buffer Width data to impacting layers. 

5. Add Extraordinary Resource Waters (ERW) and/or Ecologically Sensitive Waterways.  

(Question: “Should one or both of these layers be added to the model?”) 

 Other Action Items notes/comments: 

We all discussed the possibility of redundancy of layers within the Aquatic and Terrestrial side 

of the wildlife habitat models for Phase II and CAST is currently re-working the draft .pdf poster 

from last week to help clarify the input layers as we understand them, and to list their names 
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(with maps) within the poster so that It’s much easier for all to review/comment on these 

potential input layers.  (this is currently being worked on as we speak/type this notes from 

6/11/12). 

There was a suggestion to add dams to the impacting layer for aquatics; however, USDA 

programs will not reach impacts from the large dams (e.g., Bull Shoals, Greers Ferry, etc.), and 

spatial data for smaller dams may not be available. 

UPDATE:  Brian spoke with Ethan Inlander at TNC and he and Corey have made great progress 

on the Aquatic AWAP data compilation and have produced maps for everyone to review. 
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